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ANSWERS: (these are general as the scenarios all contain different relationships & therefore different options). If all 

4 participation criteria are met then the ‘rights’ to be notified etc. are all in place.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

CHECKLIST:  
Scenario 1: For Lorraine  
1) The individual is living OR has lived with the child The information suggests they lived together when Hazel was a 

baby.  
2) There is an ongoing ‘sibling like’ relationship  Yes 
3) The hearing is likely to make a decision significantly 

affecting contact OR the possibility of contact 
Yes (because Lorraine wants the contact arrangements to be 
significantly different). 

4) The individual can form a view on their contact Yes 

CHECKLIST:  
Scenario 2: For Liam  
1) The individual is living OR has lived with the child It appears they both used to live in the family home but not 

entirely clear. 
2) There is an ongoing ‘sibling like’ relationship  Yes 
3) The hearing is likely to make a decision significantly 

affecting contact OR the possibility of contact 
Yes (because Liam wants the contact arrangements to be 
significantly different). 

4) The individual can form a view on their contact Yes 
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CHECKLIST:  
Scenario 3: For all the children  
1) The individual is living OR has lived with the child Probably, though not entirely clear from the information. 
2) There is an ongoing ‘sibling like’ relationship  Yes 
3) The hearing is likely to make a decision significantly 

affecting contact OR the possibility of contact 
Probably. (It appears this criterion would have been met at an 
earlier stage in the proceedings and so still applies.) 

4) The individual can form a view on their contact Not known – no information about ages or capacity. 

CHECKLIST:  
Scenario 4: For Ben  
1) The individual is living OR has lived with the child Not clear from the information provided. 
2) There is an ongoing ‘sibling like’ relationship  Yes 
3) The hearing is likely to make a decision significantly 

affecting contact OR the possibility of contact 

Yes, it would appear so (effect of reducing contact between 

Freddie and their mother). 
4) The individual can form a view on their contact Likely, given Ben’s age. 

CHECKLIST:  
Scenario 5: For Stephen  
1) The individual is living OR has lived with the child Yes 
2) There is an ongoing ‘sibling like’ relationship  Perhaps. Stephen regards it as such but no detail of Simon’s 

views or the interactions between them. 
3) The hearing is likely to make a decision significantly 

affecting contact OR the possibility of contact 
No, no indication of this. 

4) The individual can form a view on their contact Yes 


